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Summary
In Arabidopsis, mitogen-activated protein kinases MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6
constitute essential relays for a variety of functions including cell division,
development and innate immunity. While some substrates of MPK3, MPK4
and MPK6 have been identified, the picture is still far from complete. To
identify substrates of these MAPKs likely involved in cell division, growth and
development we compared the phosphoproteomes of wild-type and mpk3,
mpk4 and mpk6. To study the function of these MAPKs in innate immunity, we
analyzed their phosphoproteomes following microbe-associated molecular
pattern (MAMP) treatment. Partially overlapping substrates were retrieved for
all three MAPKs, showing target specificity to one, two or all three MAPKs in
different biological processes. More precisely, our results illustrate the fact
that the entity to be defined as a specific or a shared substrate for MAPKs is
not a phosphoprotein but a particular (S/T)P phosphorylation site in a given
protein. As a whole, 152 peptides were identified to be differentially
phosphorylated in response to MAMP treatment and/or when compared
between genotypes and 70 of them could be classified as putative MAPK
targets. Biochemical analysis of a number of putative MAPK substrates by
phosphorylation

and

interaction

assays

confirmed

the

global

phosphoproteome approach. Our study also expands the set of MAPK
substrates to involve other protein kinases, including calcium-dependent
(CDPK) and sugar non-fermenting (SnRK) protein kinases.
Keywords: Arabidopsis, phosphoproteomics, MAPK, immunity, signaling
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Introduction
MAPK cascades are essential components of signal transduction in
eukaryotes. These modules are composed of a MAPK kinase kinase
(MAPKKK), a MAPK kinase (MAPKK) and a MAPK, and transduce
extracellular stimuli into multiple cellular responses via the phosphorylation of
MAPK substrates. Phosphorylation can modify major properties of proteins,
such as their enzyme activity, subcellular localization, as well as their stability
and interaction with other proteins (1).
In Arabidopsis, MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 have been implicated in the
regulation of cell cycle, cytokinesis, plant development and innate immunity
(2). The involvement of the MAPK module ANP2/ANP3 and MPK4 along with
its target MAP65-1 is essential for microtubule organization and cytokinesis
and mpk4 plants are extremely dwarfed.(3). MPK4 was localized to the cell
plate in root tip cells and was shown to be required for cell plate formation (4).
MPK3 and MPK6, together with the upstream MAPKKK YODA, were found to
play a critical role in the formation, number and patterning of stomata. While
mutants lacking YODA accumulated many stomata, inducible RNAi double
mutants of mkk4/mkk5 and mpk3/mpk6 exhibit clustered stomatal patterning
indicating that the specification of stomata and pavement cells are disrupted
(5). Recently, it was shown that the MKK7-MPK6 cascade plays a role in
shoot branching by phosphorylation of its downstream target PIN1 whereas
the MKK7-MPK3 cascade regulates leaf development (6). MAPKs have also
been implicated in the inducible defense system of plants, both upon
recognition of microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) leading to
MAMP-triggered immunity (MTI) and during effector-triggered immunity (ETI)
(7). MTI is induced by the sensing of MAMPs by plant pattern-recognition
receptors (PRRs) (8). One such MAMP is the N-terminus of bacterial flagellin,
represented by the 22-amino-acid-long peptide flg22 from Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (9). In Arabidopsis, recognition of flg22 by the PRR flagellinsensitive 2 (FLS2) together with its co-receptor BAK1 activates Ca2+ influx,
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and phytohormones, as well as
CDPKs and MAPKs (8). These defense responses also include stomatal
closure to restrict pathogen entry (10, 11), callose deposition to reinforce the
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cell walls (12), and the production and secretion of antimicrobial molecules
such as the phytoalexin camalexin and PR1 protein (13-16). Arabidopsis
MPK3, MPK4, MPK6 and recently also MPK1, MPK11 and MPK13 are
transiently activated in response to MAMP treatments (17-21). In response to
flg22 sensing, at least two MAPK modules are activated: MKK4/MKK5MPK3/MPK6 (17, 22) and MEKK1-MKK1/MKK2-MPK4 (20, 23). The
MKK4/MKK5-MPK3/MPK6 module is thought to positively regulate immunity
(24). The MEKK1-MKK1/MKK2-MPK4 module was originally considered to
negatively regulate immunity (20, 23, 25-27), but subsequent work showed
that this module is guarded by the R protein SUMM2, explaining the
constitutive defense responses present in mutants of the MEKK1MKK1/MKK2-MPK4 cascade (28-30). Recently, we performed a genome-wide
transcriptome analysis of responses triggered by flg22 in wild-type (WT) and
mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 plants, revealing both specific and cooperative
functions of MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 in immunity (31).
Targeted experiments and more systematic approaches have so far allowed
the identification of several confirmed or putative substrates of these three
immune MAPKs (32-34). However, these studies were done either in vitro or
with inducible systems of upstream regulators which bear inherent problems
of overexpression and specificity. Here, we quantitatively compared the
cytoplasmic phosphoproteomes of WT and mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 mutant
plants under ambient conditions and upon MAMP stimulation. We identified
152 differentially phosphorylated peptides in response to flg22 treatment
and/or when compared between genotypes. 70 of these phosphopeptides
could be classified as putative MAPK targets, which was further confirmed by
biochemical analysis on seven proteins, with phosphosites that are specific to
one or shared by several MAPKs. Overall, our work largely expands the
repertoire of putative MAPK substrates, and confirms previous genetic and
transcriptomic analysis (31) by providing the biochemical basis for the specific
and partially overlapping roles of the three MAPKs in plant growth and
defense.
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Experimental Procedures
Plant material and culture conditions
For phosphoproteomic experiments, Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia-0
(Col-0) was used as wild-type (WT) plant. The mutants were mpk3-1
(SALK_151594)

(35),

mpk4-2

(SALK_056245)

(4)

and

mpk6-2

(SALK_073907) (35) which were all generated in Arabidopsis ecotype Col-0.
Plants were grown, treated and harvested as described in (34). Three
biological repeats were prepared for mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 mutant plants and
four repeats were obtained from WT plants, three of which had already been
examined within our former study (34). Within each biological repeat, one
sample was treated for 15 min with water and another sample for the same
duration with 1 µM flg22 (final concentration). In the particular case of mpk4
mutant, the mpk4-2 mutation was segregating. mpk4-/- seedlings were thus
first isolated based on their root phenotype (i.e. shortening and thickening of
the primary root) (4). Selected seedlings were then transferred to liquid
medium with the growth conditions mentioned previously (34) which allowed
reverting the severely dwarf phenotype of mpk4.
Protein isolation and phosphopeptide enrichment
Cytoplasmic protein fractions were obtained, proteins were precipitated and
then proteolyzed with trypsin and phosphopeptides were enriched using the
IMAC resin as described in (34).
Immunoblotting
About 80−100 mg of plant ground in a mortar with liquid nitrogen were
resuspended in 200 µL of a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl, 0.1% NP40, 5 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM DTT (Sigma-Aldrich chemicals),
protease inhibitors (Complete cocktail, Roche, and 1 mM PMSF, SigmaAldrich), and phosphatase inhibitors (1 mM NaF, 0.5 mM Na3VO4, 15 mM βglycerophosphate,

15

mM

4-nitrophenyl

phosphate,

Sigma-

Aldrich

chemicals). The suspension was centrifuged at 20,000 g for 15 min at 4°C,
and the supernatant (150 µL) was collected. Protein quantification was carried
out by Bradford method (B6916, Sigma-Aldrich), and the normalized protein
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amounts of all samples were denatured with SDS-sample buffer by boiling
them at 95°C for 10 min. Protein samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE at a
constant amperage of 15 mA and transferred onto methanol-activated PVDF
membranes (GE Healthcare) for 1 h at a constant voltage of 100 V. Blots
were blocked with 5% BSA (A9647, Sigma-Aldrich) in 1x TBST for 1 h and
then

probed

with

Phospho-p44/42

MAPK

(Erk1/2)

(Thr202/Tyr204)

(D13.14.4E) XP rabbit monoclonal antibody (#4370, Cell Signaling), hereafter
referred to as anti-pTpY antibody, at a dilution of 1:1,500 in 5% BSA in 1x
TBST overnight at 4 °C. The membranes were washed three times with 1x
TBST. Goat anti-rabbit antibodies (at a dilution of 1:15,000 in 5% BSA in 1x
TBST) conjugated to horseradish peroxidase were used as secondary
antibodies. The membranes were washed again three times with 1x TBST,
and

the

antigen−antibody

interaction

was

detected

with

enhanced

chemiluminescence reagent (ECL Prime, GE Healthcare) using an imaging
system (ChemiDoc MP System, Bio-Rad). Coomassie blue staining of blots
was then carried out for protein visualization.
LC-MS/MS analyses of phosphopeptide samples
LC-MS/MS analyses of IMAC-enriched phosphopeptide samples were
performed exactly as detailed in (34). Briefly, a Dual Gradient Ultimate 3000
chromatographic system (Dionex) was interfaced to an LTQ-Orbitrap XL ETD
mass spectrometer (Thermo-Fisher Scientific). Phosphopeptide samples were
separated on a C18 capillary column (Acclaim PepMap C18, 15 cm length x
75 µm I.D. x 3 µm particle size, 100 Å porosity, Dionex) with a gradient
starting at 100% solvent A (water/ACN/formic acid, 95/5/0.1, v/v/v), ramping to
50% solvent B (water/ACN/formic acid, 20/80/0.1, v/v/v) over 60 min, then to
100% solvent B over 3 min (held 10 min), and finally decreasing to 100%
solvent A in 3 min. The Orbitrap was operated in positive ionization mode,
using the lock mass option (reference ion at m/z 445.120025) to ensure more
accurate mass measurements in FTMS mode. The Orbitrap cell recorded
signals between m/z 400 and 1,400 in profile mode with a resolution set to
30,000 in MS mode. When performing electron transfer dissociation (ETD)
analysis, a charge-state dependent reaction time was used according to the
formula CS-depRT x 2/z ms, with z being the precursor charge state.
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Supplemental activation was set to 20% in the Tune Page to increase ETD
fragmentation efficiency. A total of five LC-MS/MS analyses alternating
multistage activation (36) and ETD fragmentation spectra on the three
precursor ions giving highest signals in MS were acquired on each
phosphopeptide sample. After a first exploratory run targeting ionic species of
charge states 2, 3 or 4, the following analyses used an iteratively updated
exclusion list of the m/z values previously leading to peptide identifications.
The successive use of MSA and ETD was meant to maximize the success
rate of peptide identification, in particular in terms of precise phosphosite
assignment from the MS/MS spectra (34, 37). The acquired data were
interpreted using Mascot, followed by our in-house developed tool FragMixer
which allows (i) merging the phosphopeptide identifications provided by paired
MS/MS spectra and validating precise phosphosite positioning or maintaining
ambiguity on phosphate group localization based on the Mascot-Delta score
(MD-score) (38).

LC-MS/MS analyses of whole cytoplasmic protein digests
To estimate the impact of flg22 treatment and/or genetic background on the
relative abundance of whole proteins, we sought to identify them by nonmodified peptide sequences, by performing the analysis of total cytoplasmic
extracts after tryptic digestion. Protein samples were reduced, alkylated and
proteolyzed exactly as those prepared for phosphopeptide enrichment. A
capillary

liquid

chromatography

(Dual

Gradient

Ultimate

3000

chromatographic system (Dionex)) system coupled to a Q-Exactive instrument
(Thermo-Fisher Scientific) was used to carry out LC-MS/MS analyses.
Peptides were separated using a gradient starting at 100% solvent C
(water/ACN/formic acid, 98/2/0.1, v/v/v), maintained for 5 min, then ramping
from 3% to 46% solvent D (water/ACN/formic acid, 10/90/0.1, v/v/v) over 60
min, then to 90% solvent D over 10 min, flushing the column for 10 min at this
buffer composition, and finally decreasing to 100% solvent C in 3 min to reequilibrate the column for 20 min. The ten ions giving rise to the highest
signals in MS were selected for MS/MS. Spectra were recorded in MS
between m/z 400 and 1,500 in profile mode; target resolution in MS was set to
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70,000, the automatic gain control (AGC) was 106 and the maximum injection
time was 250 ms. MS/MS spectra were acquired with a resolution set to
17,500, an AGC of 5.104, a maximum injection time of 120 ms, a normalized
collision energy of 30% and an isolation window of 2 m/z.
MS data interpretation
RAW data files acquired on phosphopeptide samples on the LTQ-Orbitrap XL
ETD instrument were processed using the software Proteome Discoverer 1.3
(Thermo Scientific) as interface. Two different workflows were created to
handle MSA or ETD data separately. For ETD spectra interpretation, the
workflow included a non-fragment filter node that removed a 4-Da window
around the selected precursor ion, a 2-Da window around charge-reduced
precursors and a 2-Da window around known neutral losses up to 120 Da in
mass listed in (39). Database searches were performed with the Mascot
server v2.2.07 while specifying the following parameters: database TAIR10
(release 2010/12/14, 35386 sequences); enzymatic specificity: tryptic with two
allowed

missed

cleavages;

fixed

modification

of

cysteine

residues

(Methylthio(C)); possible phosphorylation of S, T and Y residues; 5 ppm
tolerance on precursor masses and 0.6 Da tolerance on fragment ions.
Fragment types taken into account were those specified in the configuration
‘ESI-trap’ in the MSA workflow, and ‘ETD-trap’ in the ETD workflow. The
possible oxidation of methionine residues was ignored, because we verified
that

its

addition

did

not

allow

increasing

the

number

of

unique

phosphopeptides identified at a fixed false discovery rate (FDR) (37). The
data was then processed using FragMixer (37), an in-house developed
computational tool that collates the information provided by the database
search engine Mascot, from two different spectra with respect to amino acid
sequence and location of phosphosite using two simple filtering rules relying
on the peptide scores and Mascot Delta scores (MD-scores). It is publically
available and can be downloaded from http://proteomics.fr/FragMixer.
FragMixer was used to reach an estimated FDR of 1% for all analyses and a
false localization rate (FLR) of phosphosites below 5%. We specified MDscore thresholds associated to a FLR below 5% according to (38).
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Relative phosphopeptide abundance was obtained using the program
MassChroQ (40) which integrates in all the compared runs the areas of the
extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) for every phosphopeptide identified in at
least one given run. The XIC areas reconstituted by MassChroQ were then
further handled as described in the paragraph “Statistical evaluation of relative
phosphopeptide quantification”.
LC-MS/MS analyses of cytoplasmic samples with the Q-Exactive instrument
were interpreted using MaxQuant version 1.4.1.2. Search parameters were as
follows: database TAIR10; enzymatic specificity: tryptic with two allowed
missed cleavages; possible oxidation of Met residues and acetylation of
protein N-terminus; 5 ppm tolerance on precursor masses and 20 ppm
tolerance on fragment ions. FDR was set to 1% for both peptide-spectrum
matches and proteins. For quantification purposes, the alignment time window
was set to 5 minutes and the match between run time windows was set to 1
minute. Proteins were validated with at least 2 identified peptides including at
least one unique peptide. Quantification of protein abundance was estimated
from the LFQ values (41) calculated by MaxQuant that ensure normalization
of total protein amount between samples. Quantification was based on unique
peptides only. Proteins quantified by less than three peptides were rejected.
We also demanded that proteins be reproducibly quantified in at least six out
of the eight factor combinations to evaluate by an ANOVA their possible
abundance variation.

Experimental design and statistical rationale
Our goal was thus to identify substrates of MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 in both
normal growth conditions and after challenge with a simulated pathogen
attack. Three biological repeats of cytoplasmic protein extracts were prepared
for mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 mutant plants and four repeats were obtained from
WT plants. Within each biological repeat, one sample was treated for 15 min
with water and another sample for the same duration with 1 µM flg22 (final
concentration).

Five

LC-MS/MS

injections

were

acquired

on

each

phosphopeptide sample using an updated exclusion list. These iterative
9

injections permitted improving quantification, by limiting the risks of missing
values due to MassChroQ failing to realign properly the runs to be compared.
The lists of phosphopeptides identified and quantified in these cytoplasmic
proteins were finally processed as follows. In a first step, we performed
WT/mapk pairwise comparisons of the phosphoproteomics data to identify
phosphopeptides being completely non-detected in at least one condition.
Phosphopeptide non-detection had to be systematic in all biological repeats.
In parallel, phosphopeptide detection was deemed reproducible when an MS
signal could be quantified in at least two out of the three biological repeats for
mutant plants or in at least three out of the four repeats for WT plants. Nonreproducibly detected phosphopeptides were discarded from the dataset.
To search for phosphopeptides exhibiting more subtle quantitative variations
that depend on treatment, genetic background or both, we handled the data
as follows. First, to compensate for the variable total peptide material injected
on–column, each chromatographic peak (XIC) area was corrected by the
median of the XICs measured in the considered run. Second, when a
phosphopeptide was identified from ions of different charge states (e.g. z = 2,
3 and 4), each XIC associated to a pep-z pair was considered individually.
Indeed, even though we could verify that the amplitude/direction of variation
(upon flg22 treatment or change in genetic background) was comparable
between ionic species of different charge states corresponding to the same
identified phosphopeptide, the basal XIC areas were too different to allow
considering the median of the areas associated to different charge states.
Third, the median of the XIC areas detected for a given pep-z pair in the five
iterative LC-MS/MS analyses was attributed to that pep-z pair. Fourth, we
applied a filter to leave aside peptides for which XIC areas could not be
measured reproducibly. We required that, for at least six out of the eight
genotype x treatment combinations, a phosphopeptide be systematically
detected (present) or non-detected (absent) in three biological repeats. A total
of 804 phosphopeptide XICs out of 1,608 quantified passed this filtering step.
To identify phosphopeptides displaying significant abundance changes upon
flg22 treatment and to evidence their connections with changes that fall within
mapk mutants, we designed a 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using a
linear model including the treatment and the genetic background as main
10

grouping factors. The model used was: Yijk = µ + Ti + Mj + T ×Mij + εijk ; where
Yijk refers to individual pep-z pair abundance value, µ is the general mean, Ti
is the treatment effect (mock vs flg22), Mj is the mapk mutation effect (WT,
mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6), T ×Mij is the interaction effect of the main factors and
εijk is the residual. Phosphopeptides being flg22-dependent or genotypedependent were extracted at a p-value below 0.01.
Bioinformatic analyses of phosphorylated proteins
Phosphorylated sequences identified with confident phosphosites were
submitted to motif-x (http://motif-x.med.harvard.edu/motif-x. html) (42) to
uncover over-represented phosphorylation patterns. Parameters set for the
width, occurrences, significance, and background were 13, 20, 10−6, and
International Protein Index Arabidopsis proteome, respectively. These
phosphorylated sequences were also submitted to STRING (43). We
discarded non-connected protein entries. The represented network was
obtained at a « medium confidence » in data settings (min interaction score
0.4).
Putative MAPK docking sites were searched using the ELM program
(http://elm.eu.org/) (44) with the UniProtKB identifier of the proteins of interest.
Gene synthesis and Gateway™ cloning
The

coding

sequences

of

AT3G29360

–

UDP-GLUCOSE

DEHYDROGENASE 2 (UGD2), AT5G43830 – Aluminium induced protein
with YGL and LRDR motifs (AYL1), AT1G11360 – Adenine nucleotide alpha
hydrolases-like superfamily protein or Universal Stress Protein A (USPA),
AT1G50570 – Calcium-dependent lipid-binding (CaLB domain) family protein
(CaLB), AT5G16880 - Target of Myb protein 1 (TOM1), AT4G00752 – PUX9,
UBX domain-containing protein (PUX9) and AT3G49010 - BBC1, 60S
ribosomal protein L13 (BBC1) were commercially synthesized from GenScript
and cloned into the Gateway™ entry vector pENTR-D/Topo (Invitrogen). The
genes were then shuttled by Gateway™ LR Clonase reaction (Invitrogen) into
pDEST17 or pDEST-His-MBP for recombinant protein expression, into
pBIFC1, pBIFC2, pBIFC3 and pBIFC4 (45) for bimolecular fluorescence
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complementation (BiFC) assay, and into pGWB5 (46) for subcellular
localization.
Purification of recombinant proteins
His6-tagged or His6-MBP-tagged proteins and constitutively active MAPKs
(kindly provided by J. Colcombet) (47) were expressed in Escherichia coli
BL21-AI or Rosetta strains, respectively, and purified under native conditions
using Ni-NTA agarose beads (Invitrogen Cat.No. R901-15) following
manufacturer’s instructions.
In vitro kinase assays and phosphosite identification
Purified recombinant proteins and constitutively active MAPKs were mixed
together in kinase reaction buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 5
mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT and 50 µM ATP) and incubated at ambient
temperature for 30 min. SDS-sample buffer was added to stop the reaction
followed by boiling at 95°C for 10 min. Protein samples were resolved by
SDS-PAGE. The gel was stained with SimplyBlue™ SafeStain (Novex cat.
No. LC6065) and the band corresponding to the protein of interest was
excised out, cut into small pieces of 0.5 mm3 and destained with four
successive washes of 15 min each with ACN and 100 mM NH4HCO3.
Proteins were reduced with 10 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP, C4706 Sigma) in 100 mM NH4HCO3 at 37°C for 1 h followed by alkylation with
20 mM S-Methyl methanethiosulfonate (MMTS, 64306 Sigma) at ambient
temperature for 30 min. Proteins were then digested with trypsin (Porcine
trypsin, Promega) at 37°C overnight. The digestion was stopped by the
addition of 1% formic acid and the peptides were recovered by incubating the
gel pieces in ACN. The recovered peptide solution was desalted using C18
ZipTip® (Millipore Cat. No. ZTC18S096) and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. Briefly,
peptide samples were separated on a C18 column (Acclaim PepMap C18, 25
cm length x 75 µm I.D. x 3 µm particle size, 100 Å porosity, Dionex)
connected to an LTQ-Orbitrap Velos or a Q-Exactive HF instrument. The LC
gradient ramped from 5% solvent B (water/ACN/formic acid, 20/80/0.1, v/v/v)
to 45% solvent B over 45 min, then to 90% solvent B for 10 min. The MS
instrument acquired fragmentation spectra on the top 10 peptides using CID
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fragmentation in the LTQ-Orbitrap or HCD in the Q-Exactive instrument. RAW
data files obtained were converted to MGF files using Proteome Discoverer
interface (version 1.4). Database searches were performed with the Mascot
server v2.4 specifying the following parameters: database TAIR10 (release
2010/12/14, 35386 sequences); enzymatic specificity: trypsin permitting two
allowed

missed

cleavages;

fixed

modification

of

cysteine

residues

(Methylthio(C)); possible variable modifications of phosphorylation on S, T
and Y residues; 5 ppm tolerance on precursor masses and 0.5 Da tolerance
on fragment ions. The results were filtered based on Mascot scores and MDscores.
Bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC)
To obtain the expression vectors, coding sequences of candidate genes and
MAPKs (kindly provided by J. Colcombet) were cloned in fusion with the Nand C-terminal parts of YFP, either as N- or C-terminal fusions, under the
control of the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S (CaMV-35S) promoter in the
pBIFC1,2,3 and 4 vectors. Appropriate positive and negative controls were
carried out for all combinations. Recombined vectors were individually
transformed in Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58C1 strain by electroporation.
Agrobacterium cultures from glycerol stocks were inoculated in 10 ml of LB
medium with appropriate antibiotics and incubated for 24 h at 28°C with
agitation. Each culture was pelleted and resuspended in infiltration buffer (10
mM MgCl2, 10 mM MES pH 5.7, 150 µM acetosyringone) to an OD600 of 1.5
and kept in the dark for 3 h. The P19 viral suppressor of gene silencing was
co-expressed with each combination to prevent silencing of transiently
expressed proteins (48). 500 µL of each bacterial culture were mixed before
infiltration. For fluorescence complementation, all eight possible combinations
between a candidate gene and a MAPK were agro-infiltrated into 3-week-old
Nicotiana benthamiana leaves. After 3 days, an upright LSM 710 Zeiss
confocal microscope with a 20X objective (Plan-Apochromat, NA 1.0) was
used to visualize fluorescence. All images were acquired using Argon laser
with 514-nm excitation.
GST pull-down assays
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His6-tagged or His6-MBP-tagged candidate proteins and constitutively active
GST-tagged MAPKs were expressed in E. coli BL21-AI or Rosetta strains.
Ten µg of GST-MAPK protein lysates were incubated for 1 h at 4°C with 50 µl
of glutathione sepharose 4B resin in 1 ml of binding buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl
pH 7.4, 75 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT and 0.01% Triton X-100)
supplemented with 1% protease inhibitor cocktail. The resin was then washed
three times with binding buffer and incubated for 4 h at 4°C with 10 µg of
candidate protein lysates in 1 ml binding buffer. The resin was then washed
four times and bound proteins were eluted in SDS-sample buffer, denatured
for 10 min at 95°C, and subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting
analysis, as described earlier, using anti-His antibody (Qiagen Penta-His
Antibody Cat. No 34660). Blots were stained with Ponceau-S for visualization.
E. coli protein lysates expressing GST alone were used as negative controls.
Subcellular localization
Coding sequences of candidate genes were cloned in fusion with GFP at their
C-terminal part under the control of the CaMV-35S promoter, in the pGWB5
vector. Recombined vectors were transformed in A. tumefaciens C58C1 strain
which were subsequently infiltrated into N. benthamiana leaves, and GFP
fluorescence was visualized after 3 days, essentially as described earlier for
BiFC.

Results
Overview of phosphoproteomes of WT and mapk mutants
To identify phosphoproteins that exhibit changes in phosphorylation levels in
any

of

the

mpk3,

mpk4

and

mpk6

mutants,

we

performed

a

phosphoproteomic analysis of at least three independent biological repeats of
WT plants and of mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 mutants after mock or 15 min
treatment with flg22 (Figure 1-A). Phosphopeptides were enriched from
cytoplasmic protein extracts using IMAC and identified by LC-MS/MS. 1,279
different phosphopeptides differing in amino acid sequence and/or number of
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phosphorylation sites were identified, that corresponded to 731 unique
proteins (Table S1, Figure 1A). Compared to the list of phosphopeptide
sequences present in the database PhosPhAt (21,646 phosphopeptides), we
identified 193 novel phosphopeptides (Table S1). When considering the
sequences with precise localization of phosphorylation, the total of 1919
phosphosites were identified within 79.2% of singly, 16.9% of doubly and
3.9% of ≥ triply phosphorylated peptides (Figure 1B). They were additionally
distributed into 80.4% Ser, 16.0% Thr and 3.6% Tyr residues (Figure 1C).
To extract phosphorylation motifs from the dataset, the phosphopeptides
identified with precise phosphosites were submitted to motif-x (49) (Figure
1D, Table S1). The combined low-stringency (S/T)*P and high-stringency
Px(S/T)*P MAPK motifs accounted for the largest peptide population, followed
by the casein kinase motif SxxS* and the SnRK/CDPK “simple motif 1”
(K/R)xx(S/T)* (50), which fits to the involvement of CDPKs in flg22 and biotic
stress signaling (51, 52). However, the motifs S*DxE, S*ExE, S*xDD, S*xxE
and S*xE correspond to unknown acidophilic kinases.
To identify the differentially phosphorylated peptides (Table S2) that depend
on any one of the three MAPKs in the absence of MAMP challenge (Figure
1E) or in response to MAMP treatment (Figure 1F), we performed WT/mapk
pairwise comparisons for peptides that are absent in any one condition (Table
S3) as well as analyzed the entire dataset by a two-way ANOVA statistical
test for relative changes in phosphorylation levels (Table S4). A total of 152
different phosphorylated sequences (corresponding to 138 proteins) were
identified in this way, of which 70 harbored an (S/T)*P site. The differentially
phosphorylated peptides were grouped into two categories: those that depend
on the genetic background of the three MAPKs under non-immunity and those
that depend on flg22 (immunity-dependent).
Relative abundance of (phospho)proteins in WT and mapk mutants
Since several hundred genes are differentially expressed in mpk3, mpk4 and
mpk6 mutants (31), it was important to distinguish between changes in
phosphorylation stoichiometry and changes in protein amounts (53-55). We
therefore performed LC-MS/MS analyses of the total peptide extracts (Table
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S5). Of the reproducibly quantified 1,466 proteins, only two showed significant
abundance variations upon flg22 treatment (p ≤ 0.01), 137 varied between
genotypes (p ≤ 0.01) and the abundance of 10 proteins depended on both
genotype and flg22 treatment (p ≤ 0.05) (Table S5). More precisely, when
comparing pairwise mpki mutant plants to WT plants, 10, 25 and 54 proteins
appeared specifically differentially present in mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 mutants,
respectively, compared to WT. In addition, 11 proteins were determined to be
of affected abundance in all the mutants compared to WT plants. Interestingly,
the genotype-dependent proteins were enriched in the GO terms “response to
abiotic or biotic stress” (14.8%) and “response to stress” (16.1%) compared to
the whole list of identified proteins (8.1% and 9.3%, respectively).
The phosphopeptides whose abundance changed between genotypes and/or
by the treatment with flg22 (Tables S3 and S4) corresponded to 138 proteins,
of which 75 were also detected by non-modified sequences indicative of the
whole protein amounts. Only six of these 75 proteins showed a change that
depended on the genotype. We then compared the abundance of these six
proteins and of their phosphopeptides between the eight conditions examined.
For PGDH only, the protein abundance closely mirrors the variations in the
F(stVGs)*DSDEYNPTLPKPR phosphopeptide levels: the lower amount of
PGDH protein in mpk6 is therefore the major factor for the apparent decrease
in the S67TVGS71D phosphorylation stoichiometry, which remains otherwise
unchanged. Overall, we conclude that the large majority of phosphopeptide
abundance changes observed are not due to variations in protein abundance
but to differential phosphorylation.
Identification of MAPK targets in non-immune processes
All phosphopeptides quantified in the eight conditions are listed in Table S2.
To identify phosphorylation events that depend on the respective MAPKs in
non-immune processes, we compared the phosphoproteomes of WT and
mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 under unchallenged conditions. We obtained a total of
107 unique phosphopeptides corresponding to 102 proteins when comparing
the mapk with the WT data (Table 1 and Table S6, established from Tables
S3, S4 and Figure S2). A total of 51 peptides harbored one or two (S/T)*P
motifs (Table 1), 25 peptides contained an acidophilic motif (e.g. S*D or S*E)
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and 12 peptides the motif (K/R)xxS*, possibly corresponding to the activity of
CDPKs and SnRK2s (Table S6). Among these sequences, phosphopeptides
being absent in one mapk mutant while detected in the three other genotypes
are clearly direct or indirect targets of the deleted MAPK. Whereas no
phosphopeptides

were

specifically

absent

in

mpk3,

34

and

14

phosphopeptides were undetectable in mpk4 and mpk6 mutants, respectively
(Tables 1 and S6). Among these, 16 and 7 contained an (S/T)*P site (Table
1), identifying them as putative direct substrates of MPK4 or MPK6,
respectively, involved in processes such as various metabolic pathways,
abiotic stress responses or plant development. Between mapk genotypes, 41
phosphopeptides from 38 proteins varied in abundance significantly (Tables 1
and S6, established from Table S4 and Figure S2). Among these
phosphopeptides, the vast majority showed reduced levels in a single mapk,
indicating their preferential direct or indirect phosphorylation by that MAPK.
Among these proteins, most were decreased in mpk6, with 16 bearing an
(S/T)*P phosphosite (Table 1) and 15 bearing other motifs, mostly acidic ones
((S)*(D/E)) (Table S6). The 16 phosphopeptides thus appeared to be direct
whereas the 15 indirect MPK6 targets. Very few phosphopeptides exhibited
decreased

abundance

in

two

mutants.

For

instance,

TVANSPEALQ(s)*PHSSESAFAL from the Aluminium-induced protein with
YGL and LRDR motifs AT5G43830 (later called AYL1) was less abundant in
mpk4 and mpk6 mutants in untreated conditions (Table 1), suggesting that
this S*P site is targeted by both kinases.
Identification of flg22-induced phosphorylation targets and contribution
of MAPKs
To identify proteins related to MTI, we then looked for flg22-induced
phosphorylated peptides in WT and mpk3, mpk4 and mpk6 mutant plants and
among these for probable MAPK targets. First, the absence of the dual
phosphorylated activation loops TKSETDFM(t)*E(y)*VVTR in mpk4 and
VTSESDFM(t)*E(y)*VVTR

in

mpk6

when

compared

to

WT

plants

strengthened the robustness of our approach. The MS detection of these
phosphopeptides upon flg22 treatment correlated with the phosphorylation
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signals in immunoblotting experiments using an anti-pTpY antibody which
recognizes the MAPKs in their activated form (Figure S3).
A group of 19 phosphopeptides corresponding to 17 proteins were flg22induced in a similar way in the four genotypes of WT and mpk3, mpk4 and
mpk6 mutants (Table 2, established from Tables S3 and S4). Overall, 18 of
these 19 sequences contained an (S/T)*P site, which suggests that they are
either targeted by MPK3, MPK4 or MPK6 in a redundant fashion or by yet
other MAMP-induced MAPKs (21).
Among phosphopeptides being absent in one mapk mutant in unchallenged
conditions (Table 1), some remained non-phosphorylated in that mutant upon
flg22 treatment, but others became phosphorylated. In the first category, the
sequence LS(t)*PKPLPSDLLHLK from the 2-oxoglutarate (2OG) and Fe(II)dependent oxygenase superfamily protein AT1G06650 became de novo
phosphorylated in all studied genotypes upon flg22 stimulation except in mpk6
(Table 2). This T*P site thus appears to be a specific direct target of MPK6
both under normal growth and MAMP signaling. In contrast, the second
category of phosphopeptides was phosphorylated during MTI by another
MAPK than the deleted one, maybe via a compensatory mechanism. One
such example is SVETL(s)*PFQQK from F2KP, which is absent in mpk4
mutant in mock condition, but is well detected upon flg22 stimulation (Table
2). Ten phosphopeptides of Table 2 were not detected in the mpk6 mutant
under mock conditions and showed no increase in phosphorylation levels in
WT plants upon flg22 treatment. However, these peptides became modified in
flg22-stimulated mpk6 plants. The latter sites are therefore targeted by other
immune MAPKs when the plant needs to counteract a pathogen attack.
Altogether, these observations highlight the interconnectivity of the MAPK
cascades that contribute to MAMP signaling robustness.
The interaction of MAPKs with their substrates usually requires the presence
of a MAPK docking site (D-site) (56). We thus searched for the possible
presence of D-sites in the sequence of the proteins harboring (S/T)*Pmodified peptides using the ELM program (Table S3 and Table S4). The 67
phosphopeptides modulated in their abundance between genotypes and/or
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upon flg22 stimulation corresponded to 62 unique proteins, 8 of which
harbored one and 44 multiple MAPK D-sites.
Phosphopeptide cluster analyses reveal major differences in MAPK
targets
To obtain a global view on the different mapk mutants, a cluster analysis was
performed on the phosphopeptides exhibiting significant abundance variations
between mutant and WT plants. As shown in Figure S4, the biggest
differences in the phosphoproteomes are found between mpk6 and the other
mutants and WT plants. Interestingly, most phosphopeptides are less
abundant in mpk6, irrespective of whether these are phosphorylated on
(S/T)*P or other motifs. Moreover, the phosphoproteome of mpk3 is more
closely related to that of mpk4 than to mpk6, confirming our previous
transcriptomic studies (31).
The global heat map of the non-treated and flg22-treated samples together
(Figure 2) clearly shows that a lack of any of the MAPKs strongly impacts the
ability of the plant to respond properly to the flg22 stimulus. Finally, compared
to WT, mpk3 and mpk4 mutants also show a partially overlapping pattern
upon flg22 treatment.
We obtained the phosphoproteome of each mapk mutant by collecting all
phosphopeptides being significantly up- or down-regulated in that mutant
when compared to WT plants. We then grouped the corresponding
phosphoproteins into a protein interaction network using the program STRING
(43) (Figure 3). Networks could be retrieved for all three MAPKs (Figures 3AC), with MPK4 and MPK6 giving the most extensive signaling networks.
Interaction network of the MPK4 phosphoproteome
MPK4 has a prominent role in cytoskeleton organization and cytokinesis. The
MPK4 network is clearly linked to several microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs).

Besides

finding

MAP65,

we

also

identified

VHNPVVESSIQPQR(s356)*PR and ITS(s680)*PKQEIGTGEATEQEEGKEQK
as being absent in mpk4, indicating that MPK4 phosphorylates IQD31 and
IQD32, respectively. Both proteins were reported to be MAPs (57) and several
members of the IQD family play roles in plant development and basal defense
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response (58). MPK6 also seems to be implicated in phosphorylating proteins
involved in the cytoskeleton. AEALAALTSAFNSSPSSK(s814)*PPR of VILLIN3,
which participates in actin filament bundling, was affected in mpk6. In
addition, a peptide containing S415P of TPX2/WDL5, a MAP involved in the
organization of the spindle apparatus (59), is absent only in mpk6 in
unchallenged conditions.
An interesting link also exists between MPK4 and the two CDPKs CPK5 and
CPK6, which are important regulators of innate immunity and ROS production
(51, 60). However, as the phosphopeptide sequences do not correspond to
MAPK motifs but nonetheless depend on a functional MPK4, both proteins are
indirect targets of MPK4.
Splicing of mRNA is an important process in all eukaryotes, and is also linked
to stress responses in plants (61). Among the splicing factors, SCL30 has
previously been identified by us to be phosphorylated in vitro by MPK3, MPK4
and

MPK6

(62).

Interestingly,

SY(s206)*PGYEGAAAAAPDRDR,

R(s)*Y(s206)*PGYEGAAAAAPDRDR and RY(s5)*PPYYSPPR from SCL30
were absent or reduced in mpk4 (Figure 4A). In the MPK4 network, SCL30 is
connected to SKIP and the RNA helicase DHX8/PRP22 (AT3G26560) and
phosphopeptides corresponding to SKIP and DHX8/PRP22 are missing in
mpk4, suggesting that SCL30, SKIP and DHX8/PRP22 are all in vivo
substrates of MPK4.
Interaction network of the MPK6 phosphoproteome
As shown in Figure 3B, MPK6 is linked to the dual specificity phosphatase
MKP1 which regulates MAPK activation levels and is an important regulator of
biotic and abiotic stress responses (63, 64). Interestingly, T64, T109 and S558 of
MKP1 were shown to be phosphorylated by MPK6 in vitro (65) and MKP1 was
suggested to be a substrate of MPK3, as MKP1 can still be phosphorylated in
mpk6

mutant

plants

(66).

Since

VHAFPL(s295)*PTSLLR

and

RVHAFPL(s295)*PTSLLR are both absent in mpk3 treated by flg22, MKP1 is
an in vivo target of MPK3 at S295. In addition, FSSLSLLPSQT(s558)*PK from
MKP1 is significantly less abundant in mpk6 (Figure 4B and Table S4),
indicating that MPK6 phosphorylates MKP1 at S558.
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From the STRING-based analysis of the MPK6 phosphoproteome, a major
network emerges linking MPK6 to two histone deacetylases, which are
important in gene regulation. Since the corresponding HD1 and HD2A/HDA3
sequences

[WDPD(s)*DMDVDDDRKPIPSR]

and

[TPNIEPQGY(s)*EEEEEEEEEVPAGNAAK] are not MAPK motifs, these data
indicate MPK6 as an upstream regulator of an HD1 and HD2A kinase. A most
prominent hub of 10 proteins comprises exclusively ribosomal (BBC1,
AT2G27710, AT1G01100/AT5G47700, AT2G27710/AT2G27720/AT3G44590,
AT3G09200, AT3G11250; we separated by a slash the proteins that shared a
phosphopeptide) or ribosome-associated proteins (NACA3 and AT3G12390).
The phosphopeptide sequences of the 10 proteins do not correspond to
MAPK motifs and hence are indirect targets of MPK6. These results suggest
that MPK6 might play an important role in translational control.
Upon pathogen challenge, plants also modify their metabolism and MPK6
appears to be targeting several key metabolic enzymes, including key
enzymes in carbon metabolism such as 3-phospho glycerate dehydrogenase
(PGDH), sucrose phosphate synthase 1F (SPS1F) or phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase (PEPCK). T122 phosphorylation of PEPCK by MPK6 upon flg22
challenge exemplifies its regulation (Figure 4C and Table S3). Carbon
metabolism and cell wall synthesis also seem to be targeted by MPK6, as
shown by the three UDP-glucose dehydrogenases UGD2, 3 and 4.
In addition, three probable direct MPK6 targets which show upregulation of
their phosphosites upon flg22 treatment were Varicose (VCS) and the
unknown function proteins AT5G43830 and AT3G03570 (Table S4), thereby
constituting additional possible MAPK substrates with a role in defense
response.
Interaction network of the MPK3 phosphoproteome
The MPK3 phosphoproteome was the smallest of all three MAPKs (Figure
3C). Nonetheless, several targets could be linked to MPK3. Most prominently,
MPK3 was linked to several substrates that also appeared in other networks,
such as MKP1, which was found in the MPK6 network. Similarly, CPK6 was
shared with MPK4, and three of the 60S ribosomal proteins were shared with
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MPK6. However, two interesting MPK3-specific targets could also be
identified: one is the plasma membrane H+ ATPase AHA1, which is of major
importance for both abiotic and biotic stress conditions (67, 68) and the other
is the deubiquitinase UBP24, which was shown to be an important regulator of
ABA signaling (69). However, in both cases, MPK3 functions as an indirect
regulator, as the respective phosphosites do not match the MAPK signature.

Interaction of immune MAPKs with their putative substrates
The assessment of the quantitative phosphoproteomic data suggested
complex kinase-substrate relationships between MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 and
several tens of proteins as substrates. To test our conclusions, we selected
seven proteins for further assays. These proteins were detected by (S/T)*Pcontaining phosphopeptides that belonged to the different categories: absent
in at least one mapk mutant (Calcium-dependent lipid-binding family protein
(CaLB) and Adenine nucleotide alpha hydrolases-like superfamily protein,
also called Universal Stress Protein A (USPA)); induced by flg22 (UBX
domain-containing protein (PUX9)); mapk genotype–dependent (Target of
Myb protein 1 (TOM1); 60S ribosomal protein L13 (BBC1) and UDP-glucose
dehydrogenase 2 (UGD2)); and finally, both flg22-induced and mapk
genotype-dependent (Aluminium-induced protein with YGL and LRDR motifs
(AYL1)).
The interaction between the three MAPKs and their putative targets was first
tested in vivo by bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assays in
N. benthamiana (Figure 5A). The interaction between AtMAP3K17 and
AtMKK3 was used as a positive control of interaction in the cytosolic
compartment as shown by Danquah et al. (70). The interaction of the
candidate proteins with AtMAP3K17 was used as negative control. All the
positive and negative controls are shown in Figure S5. CaLB interacted with
MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 exclusively in the cytoplasm. The interaction of
USPA and TOM1 with MPK3 and MPK4 was detected in the cytoplasm while
their interaction with MPK6 was detected both in the cytoplasm and nucleus.
The interaction of PUX9 with MPK3 was detected in the cytoplasm whereas
the interaction with MPK4 and MPK6 was detected in both the cytoplasm and
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the nucleus. AYL1 interacted with MPK3 and MPK6, but not MPK4, in both
the cytoplasm and the nucleus. UGD2 and BBC1 did not interact in these
assays with any of the three MAPKs tested.
The interaction between the three MAPKs and their putative targets was also
tested in vitro by GST pull-down assays (Figure 5B). The interaction of the
candidate proteins with GST alone was used as negative control, as well as
the interaction of the three GST-MAPKs with His-MBP alone (Figure 5C).
TOM1 and UGD2 interacted with all the three MAPKs. USPA interacted
specifically with MPK6. PUX9 and BBC1 did not interact with any of the three
MAPKs. The strong interaction of CaLB and AYL1 with GST alone did not
allow drawing relevant conclusions as to their interaction with the three
MAPKs.
Overall, the direct physical interaction between six candidate proteins and the
MAPKs was confirmed in at least one of the interaction assays.

Validation of novel in vivo phosphorylation sites of MAPK substrates
The selected candidates were all phosphorylated in vivo on one or more
(S/T)*P sites suggesting that they were potential substrates of MAPKs. To test
the capacity of the MAPKs to phosphorylate these proteins at the given in vivo
sites, the seven proteins were produced as recombinant proteins and tested
by in vitro kinase assays (Table S7). TOM1 and BBC1 were phosphorylated
by both MPK4 and MPK6; UGD2, AYL1, USPA and PUX9 were
phosphorylated by all three MAPKs. With the exception of CaLB, which was
not phosphorylated by any of the three MAPKs, the in vivo phosphosites were
phosphorylated by the respective MAPKs in vitro. In some cases, additional
(S/T)*P sites were phosphorylated by the three immune MAPKs (Table S7).
Overall, these results suggest that six out of the seven tested proteins
represent true MAPK substrates.
Subcellular localization of the MAPK substrates
To further characterize the seven selected proteins, we examined the
subcellular localization of GFP-tagged proteins expressed in N. benthamiana
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leaf epidermal cells by confocal microscopy (Figure 6). Five of the candidate
proteins, namely UGD2, USPA, TOM1, CaLB and PUX9 were localized
exclusively to the cytoplasm while AYL1 localized to both the cytoplasm and
nucleus. BBC1, however, was localized exclusively to the nucleus. These
subcellular localization data are overall in good agreement with the BiFC
results and with the fact that these proteins were identified from a cytoplasmic
fraction.
Discussion
Expansion of the MAPK substrate repertoire
Given the critical roles of MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 in several processes,
including development and in responses to environmental stresses, the
identification of their substrates is of great interest. Here, we used a
phosphoproteomic approach on WT plants and the three mapk mutants in the
absence or upon stimulation by the MAMP flg22 to identify putative in vivo
substrates of MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6. According to our phosphoproteomic
analyses, we identified 70 peptides as putative targets of one or several of the
three MAPKs. Previously, Hoehenwarter et al. published a phosphoproteomic
study on A. thaliana seedlings expressing tobacco NtMEK2DD (32) to trigger
the activation of MPK3 and MPK6. Among 35 putative MPK3/6 substrates,
nine are found in our dataset and seven harbor the same phosphosites (Table
S8). Likewise, Lassowskat et al. reported a phosphoproteomic study on adult
A. thaliana plants expressing the constitutively active PcMKK5DD which
activates MPK3 and MPK6 (33). The authors identified 538 probable
phosphoproteins with altered abundance downstream of MPK3/6 activation, of
which 30 are found in our dataset (Table S8). Common putative MAPK
substrates were thus identified in these studies, although plant age, growth
conditions and the technical approaches differed. Besides, we identified
AT2G20760 (clathrin light chain) which was shown to be phosphorylated by
MPK3 and MPK4 on protein microarrays (71), and AT1G11360 (adenine
nucleotide alpha hydrolases-like superfamily protein) and AT1G30450 (CCC1)
which were predicted to be MPK3 or MPK6 substrates based on the
experimentally determined preferential phosphomotif of these kinases (72).
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However, no overlap exists between our list of putative MAPK substrates and
the list of candidates obtained using protein microarrays incubated with MPK3
and MPK6 (73). Finally, one can note that we did not identify known MAPK
substrates of lower abundance, such as WRKY transcription factors. Several
reasons

can

account

for

this

absence:

we

characterized

every

phosphopeptide using two fragmentation modes (CID and ETD), which
reduced the total number of fragmented peptides by a factor of two, but
increased the reliability of phosphosite identification; we analyzed a
cytoplasmic protein fraction, which is of high complexity and is not expected to
be the subcellular compartment best suited to detect transcription factors.
Overall, our in vivo phosphoproteome results confirm the identification of
several previously proposed MAPK targets and largely expand the repertoire
of MAPK substrates.
MAPKs may target several proteins of the same complex/pathway
The protein interaction network analysis of phosphoproteins exhibiting
modified phosphorylation levels highlighted that proteins belonging to the
same complex or pathway may be collectively targeted by immune MAPKs as
direct substrates and/or more indirectly by MAPKs acting as upstream
regulators of the responsible kinases. In particular, we identified a number of
proteins involved in translational control for both MPK3 and MPK6 and several
cytoskeleton regulatory proteins for MPK4. Interestingly, putative substrates of
the human ERK1/2 MAPKs identified by phosphoproteomics also appeared to
group in protein complexes or functional pathways (74), which suggests the
probable broad conservation of this feature among eukaryotes.
Specific and shared MAPK substrates
Our previous genetic and transcriptomic analysis indicated that MPK3, MPK4
and MPK6 had specific targets but also closely collaborate as kinase pairs or
even as kinase triads to execute their functions (31). For example,
approximately half of the genes that were differentially expressed in mpk3
displayed a similar regulation in mpk4. Moreover, we observed that a knock
out in mpk3 or mpk6 affects the activation of the other two kinases in the triad.
Unfortunately, the basis for the interactive functioning of the three MAPKs
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could not be revealed from transcriptome data alone and further studies were
necessary to unravel the underlying mechanisms. Principally, the MPK3,
MPK4

and

MPK6

phosphoproteomes

largely

confirm

the

previous

observations, showing a highly complex pattern of phosphorylation events for
some targets. Some phosphopeptides are exclusively absent in a single mapk
mutant, indicating their specific direct or indirect modification by that MAPK.
Others show a diminished abundance in one mapk mutant, indicating their
favored but not exclusive phosphorylation by that MAPK. Finally, a few
proteins, such as AYL1, clearly appeared in the phosphoproteomics screen as
shared targets of two MAPKs.
Regarding the question as to how different mapk mutants might affect the
other MAPK pathways, it was hypothesized that phosphatases might play an
important role. In fact, our data revealed that the dual-specificity phosphatase
MKP1, which can regulate the activity of MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 in planta, is
targeted by MPK3 and MPK6. Interestingly, the two MAPKs target different
sites in MKP1, as MPK3 phosphorylates S295 and MPK6 S558 (Figure 4B). At
present the biological function of these two sites is not clear, but certainly
strengthens the idea that MKP1 could be a central regulator of the MAPK
activation profiles. Another interesting factor of our phosphoproteome analysis
was the identification of the deubiquitinase UBP24 as MPK3-specific target.
UBP24 is an upstream regulator of ABI2 for ABA and salt stress (69) and
phosphorylation of UBP24 by MPK3 might influence protein turnover of
certain MAPK stress pathway components.
Besides identifying a number of direct known and novel MAPK substrates, our
analysis also identified several indirect targets as downstream components of
certain MAPKs. In addition to MAPKs, CDPKs represent an important protein
kinase family involved in MAMP signaling. CPK4, CPK5, CPK6 and CPK11
were shown to be rapidly activated upon flg22 treatment and are involved in
the flg22-triggered oxidative burst and transcriptional reprogramming (51, 52).
Several studies reported links between MAPKs and CDPKs, showing
synergistic or antagonistic effects between these protein kinases (51, 75), but
only a few CDPK substrates have been identified to date, including the
plasma membrane-localized NADPH oxidase RBOHD as a substrate of CPK5
(60). Our phosphoproteomic analysis identified CPK5 and CPK6 to be
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phosphorylated indirectly via MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6. Interestingly, among
the set of these indirect MAPK targets, we identified a number of proteins with
a (K/R)xx(S/T)* phosphorylation consensus motif that could qualify as
potential

CDPK

candidates.

Among

these,

KVQEQPHVEQESAFSTRPSPARPV(s)*AKK,

we

DRM1

find

MAP65

with

(Dormancy-related

protein 1) with the sequence KIT(t)*QPINIR or LSRPG(s)*GSVSGLASQR of
PSD3 (phosphatidylserine decarboxylase 3). The involvement of immune
MAPKs in the ROS burst production is still controversial. Several works
suggest that the ROS burst is independent of MPK3/MPK6 or MPK4 (29, 76),
while other works suggest that the ROS burst is at least partially dependent
on MPK3/MPK6 or MPK4 (47, 77). In the case where immune MAPKs would
contribute to the regulation of the MAMP-induced ROS burst, the MAPKdependent regulation of CPK5 and CPK6 might constitute the underlying
mechanism. Similarly, some of the acidophilic motifs detected in the
genotype-dependent group could be the targets of casein kinases (CKs) (78).
CK2 protein kinases are involved in multiple biological processes and in
particular in immunity (79, 80). Our study might thus reveal new putative
CDPK and CK targets that work in conjunction with MAPKs.
Our global phosphoproteomic analysis of WT plants and mapk mutants
suggests the existence of a high intricacy between the immune-regulated
MAPKs and their substrates. A selection of putative MAPK substrates was
analyzed to assess the ability of immune MAPKs to both interact and
phosphorylate these candidates. BiFC and pull-down data revealed
interaction of these putative substrates with none up to the three MAPKs.
BBC1 did not interact with any of the three MAPKs in these assays, and
several candidate proteins were shown to interact with the MAPKs only in
BiFC or pull-down assays. These could be false negative interactions that
may arise for technical or biological reasons, for instance because the fusion
of the candidate protein to a tag may result in aberrant protein folding or may
sterically hinder the protein-protein interaction (81). Kinase assays followed by
MS analysis confirmed the identification of the in vivo phosphosites and
additional phosphorylated (S/T)*P sites were identified in some cases. The
biological relevance of these new phosphosites would deserve being studied
during normal development and in MAMP response. The phosphorylation of a
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given (S/T)*P site by a MAPK has been described to depend on several
factors, among which are the presence and location of docking domains (8284) and the kinase preference for the residues surrounding the phosphosite
(72, 85). In line with this, our observations encourage considering a putative
MAPK substrate at the level of each of its S*P or T*P phosphosites,
anticipating that each site may be recognized and phosphorylated by a given
MAPK with different affinities.
Novel MAPK substrates
USPs belong to a superfamily and are found in bacteria, archaea, fungi,
protozoa and plants. They are induced by various stresses to alter gene
expression and resistance to stress (86, 87). Our work identified USPA to be
phosphorylated at SPTVVTVQPS(s)*PRFPI(s)*TPTAGAQR in all mapk
mutants

in

vivo

upon

flg22

treatment.

USPA

interacted

and

was

phosphorylated by all three MAPKs, suggesting that USPA is a shared in vivo
substrate of MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6. The Arabidopsis USPs AtPHOS32 and
AtPHOS34 are also phosphorylated upon elicitation with Phytophthora
infestans, xylanase and flg22, and AtPHOS32 S21 was identified as the flg22triggered phosphosite (88, 89). In vitro kinase assays and immunodepletion
assays indicated that MPK3 and MPK6 were the predominant protein kinases
phosphorylating AtPHOS32 S21 residue (89). Overall, these combined data
suggest that USPs might have an important role in plant defense downstream
of the immune MAPKs.
Phosphorylation of BBC1 (an Arabidopsis ortholog of human Breast Basic
Conserved protein 1) was reduced especially in mpk6 (Figure S2). In vitro,
MPK4 and MPK6 could phosphorylate BBC1, making it a shared MAPK
substrate.
TOM1 proteins in plants participate to the loading of the ESCRT (Endosomal
Sorting Complex Required for Transport) machinery (90). We showed that
TOM1 (AT5G16880) could interact with all three MAPKs and was
phosphorylated in vitro by MPK4 and MPK6. Since TOM1 showed
significantly reduced phosphorylation in mpk6 (Figure S2), TOM1 appears to
be mainly targeted by MPK6 in vivo. Another TOM1 (AT1G21380) showed
absence of phosphorylation at (s)*PEHALFTKPVYDQTEQLPPAPWETQEPR
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in mpk6, suggesting that this protein is also an in vivo substrate of MPK6.
These data would thus indicate that immune MAPKs, predominantly MPK6,
regulate the ESCRT machinery.
Arabidopsis has 15 UBX (ubiquitin-regulatory X-containing) proteins that act
as CDC48-interacting partners (91). PUX1 acts as a negative regulator of
CDC48 regulating plant growth and development (92, 93). Interestingly, pux2
showed reduced growth and reproduction of Golovinomyces orontii (91). We
identified PUX9 to be phosphorylated in the three mapk mutants and in WT
plants in response to flg22 treatment (Figure S2). PUX9 interacted with and
was phosphorylated by MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6, suggesting that PUX9 is a
shared substrate of the three MAPKs in vivo.
UDP-glucose dehydrogenases (UGDs) belong to a four-membered family and
provide cell wall precursors. A ugd2ugd3 double mutant is compromised in
primary cell wall formation (94), and infection of the double mutant by the cyst
nematode Heterodera schachtii showed a severe defect in the development of
feeding

sites

(95).

We

identified

the

phosphopeptide

FDWDHPLHLQPM(s)*PTTVK whose sequence is shared by UGD2, UGD3
and UGD4. UGD2 interacted with and was phosphorylated by all three
MAPKs.

Interestingly,

phosphorylation

of

FDWDHPLHLQPM(s)*PTTVK

increased in mpk4 but decreased in mpk6 (Figure S2), suggesting that the
UGDs may be phosphorylated by the three MAPKs with variable affinities.
CaLB domain containing proteins affect the molecular interaction and
subcellular localization of signaling proteins in a Ca2+-dependent manner (96).
The functions of CaLB domain proteins in plants are enigmatic, but one CaLB
protein was shown to function as a transcriptional repressor of abiotic stress
response (97). The sequence of CaLB LPLDID(s)*PTQSENSSSSQQ(t)*PK
was phosphorylated upon flg22 in WT but not in any of the three mapk
mutants. We did not detect this phosphopeptide by in vitro kinase assays; yet
we could detect the corresponding peptide in its non-phosphorylated version,
which indicated that a lack of protein sequence coverage was not the issue.
These results suggest that CaLB is probably not a direct substrate of MPK3,
MPK4 or MPK6.
Conclusion
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This work contributes to establishing a broader picture of MAPK substrates in
plants. In agreement with their partially overlapping roles in plant defense, our
results suggest that immune MAPKs have both specific and shared
substrates, thereby contributing to the robustness of the defense signaling
network. The intricate and exquisitely refined character of the immune MAPK
substrate network likely expands to the other MAPKs. Our results also
underline the fact that the entity to be defined as a specific or a shared
substrate for MAPKs is not a phosphoprotein but a particular (S/T)P
phosphorylation site in a given protein. This work also uncovers parts of the
interplay between MAPKs and CDPKs. Finally, the proteins identified in this
work constitute valuable candidates to better understand the exact roles of
MAPKs and more generally the molecular mechanisms of signaling networks.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the phosphoproteomics
experimental workflow and data analysis for the identification of MAPK
substrates. Phosphopeptides were enriched using IMAC from WT plants and
three mapk mutants treated with and without flg22 and analyzed by LCMS/MS. Database searches were carried out using the program Mascot and
phosphosite localization was ascertained using FragMixer. Relative
quantification was carried out using MassChroQ, followed by statistical
analysis of quantitative data to highlight sequences whose abundance was
significantly modulated. The list of identified phosphopeptides was subjected
to motif analysis using motif-x and ELM. The phosphopeptides identified for
each of the samples were hierarchially clustered. (B) Number of
phosphorylation sites per peptide. (C) Number of pS, pT and pY sites. (D)
Motifs enriched by Motif-X. (E) Genotype-dependent phosphopeptides having
a role in development and other processes grouped into direct and indirect
MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 targets. (F) flg22-induced phosphopeptides having a
role in MAMP-triggered immunity (MTI) grouped into MPK3-, MPK4- and
MPK6-dependent and independent targets.
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Figure 2. Heatmap showing the relative abundances between the eight
studied conditions of phosphopeptides significantly affected by the genotype
and/or the flg22 treatment.
Figure 3. Protein interaction networks. All the targets obtained for each of the
MAPKs were pooled and used to generate a network using STRING (version
10.0). (A) Network of targets of MPK4. (B) Network of targets of MPK6. (C)
Network of targets of MPK3.
Figure 4. Boxplots showing the relative abundance of a few phosphopeptides
that exhibit a genotype-dependency. (A) (i) RY(s5)*PPYYSPPR (pep218) from
SCL30; (A) (ii) Schematic representation showing the RNA Recognition motif
(RRM)
in
purple
and
the
phosphorylation
sites.
(B)
(i)
FSSLSLLPSQT(s558)*PK (pep558) from MKP1; (B) (ii) Schematic
representation showing the dual specificity phosphatase catalytic domain in
pink, the protein-tyrosine phosphatase active site in dark pink and the
phosphorylation
sites.
(C)
(i)
122
(tDGsTt )*PAYAHGQHHSIFSPATGAVSDSSLK (pep49) from PEPCK; (C)
(ii) Schematic representation showing the phosphoenolypyruvate
carboxykinase domain in blue and the phosphorylation sites. Specific
phosphorylation sites are indicated with black arrows and preferential
phosphorylation sites are indicated with grey arrows.
Figure 5. (A) BiFC analysis of the seven tested MAPK candidate substrates
with MPK3, MPK4 and MPK6 in N. benthamiana leaf epidermal cells. YFP
fluorescence was observed by laser scanning confocal microscopy. Scale bar
= 20 µm. (B) Glutathione-STransferase (GST) pull-down assays were
performed by incubating bacterial lysates of GST (Lane1), MPK3-GST
(Lane2), MPK4-GST (Lane3) and MPK6-GST (Lane4) with GST beads
followed by incubation with bacterial lysates candidate proteins tagged with
His tag or His-MBP tag. The pull-downs were probed with anti-His antibody
(WB: anti-His) and the proteins were stained with Ponceau-S. (C) A negative
control for binding of His-MBP with the three MPKs.
Figure 6. Subcellular localization of the seven transiently expressed MAPK
candidate substrates fused to GFP driven by 35S promoter in N. benthamiana
cells. The tagged proteins were expressed in 4-week-old tobacco plants and
the localization was visualized between 48-72 h after infiltration by laser
scanning confocal microscopy. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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MAPK

MPK3

MPK4

MPK6

Phosphopeptide

Protein_AGI

Protein_Description
WSIP1, TPL | Transducin family protein / WD-40
repeat family protein

mpki/WT

HPR(t)*PPTNASLDYPSADSEHVSKR

AT1G15750

SKDNLYEQKPEEPVPVIPAA(s)*PTNDTSAAGSSFASR

AT5G46750

(t)*PSRLAGMFSGTQDK or TP(s)*RLAGMFSGTQDK

AT2G39900

RVHAFPL(s)*PTSLLR

AT3G55270

SVETL(s)*PFQQK

AT1G07110

HPR(t)*PPTNASLDYPSADSEHVSKR

AT1G15750

AGD9 | ARF-GAP domain 9
GATA type zinc finger transcription factor family
protein
MKP1, ATMKP1 | mitogen-activated protein kinase
phosphatase 1
F2KP, ATF2KP, FKFBP | fructose-2,6bisphosphatase
WSIP1, TPL | Transducin family protein / WD-40
repeat family protein

ITS(s)*PKQEIGTGEATEQEEGKEQK

AT1G19870

iqd32 | IQ-domain 32

0.00

VHNPVVESSIQPQR(s)*PR

AT1G74690

IQD31 | IQ-domain 31

0.00

ASGSPPVPVMH(s)*PPRPVTVK

AT1G77180

0.00

SAIPDTRPR(t)*PIHESAATGR (3+)

AT2G20960

SAIPDTRPR(t)*PIHESAATGR (4+)

AT2G20960

KVV(t)*PLREMTPER

AT2G25430

SKIP | chromatin protein family
pEARLI4 | Arabidopsis phospholipase-like protein
(PEARLI 4) family
pEARLI4 | Arabidopsis phospholipase-like protein
(PEARLI 4) family
epsin N-terminal homology (ENTH) domaincontaining protein

RRP(s)*L(s)*PPPPYR

AT2G27100

SE | C2H2 zinc-finger protein SERRATE (SE)

0.00

HVVDEPANEEKPSESSAAL(s)*PEK

AT3G05900

neurofilament protein-related

0.00

FVYDK(s)*PEEVTGEEHGK

AT3G16420/AT3G16430

PBP1, JAL30 | PYK10-binding protein 1

0.00

YSVDM(s)*PVK

AT3G26560

ATP-dependent RNA helicase, putative

0.00

R(s)*Y(s)*PGYEGAAAAAPDRDR

AT3G55460

SCL30, At-SCL30 | SC35-like splicing factor 30

0.00

SY(s)*PGYEGAAAAAPDRDR

AT3G55460

0.00

TTFVP(st)*PPALK TTFVP(s)*TPPALK

AT3G63460

SCL30, At-SCL30 | SC35-like splicing factor 30
transducin family protein / WD-40 repeat family
protein

NVEKVEEIR(s)*PQTINK

AT4G01290

unknown protein

0.00

HYSEDVGEVQASQEKPV(s)*PK

AT4G27430

CIP7 | COP1-interacting protein 7

0.00

VVEEKPA(s)*PEPVKAEAEKPVEK

AT5G35200

ENTH/ANTH/VHS superfamily protein

0.00

NTEEGEMVNNNV(s)*PMMHSR

AT5G45190

Cyclin family protein

0.00

SKDNLYEQKPEEPVPVIPAA(s)*PTNDTSAAGSSFASR

AT5G46750

0.00

GMVSSGGPV(s)*PGPVYPGGRPGAGGLMPGMPGTR

AT5G57870

AGD9 | ARF-GAP domain 9
eIFiso4G1 | MIF4G domain-containing protein /
MA3 domain-containing protein

SSWTSESYQLKPQSSFSGSHP(sGs)*PNAR

AT5G61960

AML1, ML1 | MEI2-like protein 1

0.00

FKVTSADL(s)*PK

AT5G14720
AT1G70290

Protein kinase superfamily protein
ATTPS8, TPS8, ATTPSC | trehalose-6-phosphatase
synthase S8

0.00

VLSL(s)*PSFRK
RY(s)*PPYYSPPR

AT3G55460

0.57

TVANSPEALQ(s)*PHSSESAFALK

AT5G43830

SCL30, At-SCL30 | SC35-like splicing factor 30
Aluminium induced protein with YGL and LRDR
motifs

LSYPT(s)*PALPKPR

AT5G03040

2.41

(t)*PSRLAGMFSGTQDK or TP(s)*RLAGMFSGTQDK

AT2G39900

iqd2 | IQ-domain 2
GATA type zinc finger transcription factor family
protein

AEALAALTSAFNSSPSSK(s)*PPRR

AT3G57410

VLN3, ATVLN3 | villin 3

3.45

DLSMNKFDWDHPLHLQPM(s)*PTTVK

AT3G29360

RVHAFPL(s)*PTSLLR

AT3G55270

HPR(t)*PPTNASLDYPSADSEHVSKR

AT1G15750

UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase family protein
MKP1, ATMKP1 | mitogen-activated protein kinase
phosphatase 1
WSIP1, TPL | Transducin family protein / WD-40
repeat family protein

(s)*PEHALFTKPVYDQTEQLPPAPWETQEPR

AT1G21380

SMTGEQIQAP(ss)*PRDGEDISITQGHPKPPALK

0.00
0.00
2.09
infinity
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.44

0.62

2.69

infinity
infinity
0.00
0.00

AT1G30450

Target of Myb protein 1
CCC1, ATCCC1, HAP5 | cation-chloride cotransporter 1

KF(s)*EQNIGAPPSYEEAVSDSR(s)*PVYSER

AT2G43160

ENTH/VHS family protein

0.00

NVEKVEEIR(s)*PQTINK

AT4G01290

unknown protein

0.00

0.00
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DAETVNQTSHPTEEEAQVTVSSNADVEDSHETV(s)*PR

AT4G32330

TPX2 (targeting protein for Xklp2) protein family

0.00

TMEESETKPAD(t)*PDADKENTGEVQAEGAEDEDDEKEEK

AT4G32720

0.00

KR(sAPt)*(t)*PINQNAAAAFAAVSEEER

AT4G37870

AtLa1, La1 | La protein 1
PCK1, PEPCK | phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase 1

VVEEKPA(s)*PEPVKAEAEKPVEK

AT5G35200

ENTH/ANTH/VHS superfamily protein

0.00

DIQGSDNAIPL(s)*PQWLLSKPGENK

AT5G42950

GYF domain-containing protein

0.00

NTEEGEMVNNNV(s)*PMMHSR

AT5G45190

Cyclin family protein

0.00

SKDNLYEQKPEEPVPVIPAA(s)*PTNDTSAAGSSFASR

AT5G46750

0.00

GMVSSGGPV(s)*PGPVYPGGRPGAGGLMPGMPGTR

AT5G57870

AGD9 | ARF-GAP domain 9
eIFiso4G1 | MIF4G domain-containing protein /
MA3 domain-containing protein

SSWTSESYQLKPQSSFSGSHP(sGs)*PNAR

AT5G61960

AML1, ML1 | MEI2-like protein 1

0.00

AGDS(t)*PEELANATQVQGDYLPIVR

AT3G49010

ATBBC1, BBC1, RSU2 | breast basic conserved

0.14

FDWDHPLHLQPM(s)*PTTVK

AT3G29360/AT5G15490/AT5G39320

UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase family protein

0.15

YSLVLDPNLDAG(t)*PR

AT3G03570
AT4G37870

TDGST(tPAYAHGQHHSIFs)*PATGAVSDSSLK

AT4G37870

Protein of unknown function (DUF3550/UPF0682)
PCK1, PEPCK | phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
1
PCK1, PEPCK | phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
1

0.16

KTDGST(t)*PAYAHGQHHSIFSPATGAVSDSSLK

SSVAEVTVPS(s)*PYKHEDPTEPDSREEESPALGAIR

AT3G43300

ATMIN7, BEN1 | HOPM interactor 7

0.27

NLSLNPTASAAPV(t)*PPKKDDKPEDILFK

AT1G21380

0.31

SKDSNVTPDDDVSGMR(s)*PSAFFK

AT3G13300

Target of Myb protein 1
VCS | Transducin/WD40 repeat-like superfamily
protein

YEEMNKPSAPLTSHEPAMIPVAEEPDD(s)*PIHGREESLVR

AT5G16880

0.35

FSSLSLLPSQT(s)*PK

AT3G55270

FTDSALASAVF(s)*PTHK

AT2G41900

TVANSPEALQ(s)*PHSSESAFALK

AT5G43830

Target of Myb protein 1
MKP1, ATMKP1 | mitogen-activated protein kinase
phosphatase 1
CCCH-type zinc finger protein with ARM repeat
domain
Aluminium induced protein with YGL and LRDR
motifs

AEALAALTSAFNSSPSSK(s)*PPR

AT3G57410

0.48

YVEEWVGPGSPMN(s)*PR

AT1G36310

TLSYPTPPLNLQ(s)*PR

AT3G13300

FTDSALASAVF(s)*PTHK

AT2G41900

VLN3, ATVLN3 | villin 3
S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent
methyltransferases superfamily protein
VCS | Transducin/WD40 repeat-like superfamily
protein
CCCH-type zinc finger protein with ARM repeat
domain

0.00

0.00

0.23
0.24

0.35

0.45
0.45
0.48

0.51
0.51
0.61

Table 1. This table lists all the (S/T)*P-containing phosphopeptides whose
abundance was significantly diminished or increased in the considered mpki
mutant compared to WT plants in mock condition (from Table S3 and Table S4
associated to Figure S2). They thus constitute probable MAPK direct substrates.
In bold characters are indicated phosphopeptides that were specifically nondetected in one mpki mutant; they thus constitute likely specific direct substrates
of MPKi.
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foldchange
WT

foldchange
mpk3

foldchange
mpk4

foldchange
mpk6

de novo

de novo

de novo

de novo

de novo

de novo

de novo

de novo

Phosphopeptide

Protein_AGI

SPTVVTVQPS(s)*PRFPI(s)*TPTAGAQR

AT1G11360

KSPTVVTVQPS(s)*PRFPI(s)*TPTAGAQR

AT1G11360

Protein_Description
Adenine nucleotide alpha hydrolases-like superfamily
protein
Adenine nucleotide alpha hydrolases-like superfamily
protein

HSFLDELK(s)*PNAR
SKDNLYEQKPEEPVPVIPAA(s)*PTNDTSAAGSSFA
SR

AT3G20250

APUM5, PUM5 | pumilio 5

de novo

de novo

de novo

de novo

AT5G46750

AGD9 | ARF-GAP domain 9

1.96

de novo

de novo

de novo

SVETL(s)*PFQQK

AT1G07110

F2KP, ATF2KP, FKFBP | fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase

3.43

3.97

de novo

1.99

NLSLNPTASAAPV(t)*PPKKDDKPEDILFK

AT1G21380

Target of Myb protein 1

1.76

1.97

2.36

3.79

FTDSALASAVF(sPt)*HK (2+)

AT2G41900

CCCH-type zinc finger protein with ARM repeat domain

1.25

1.29

1.91

1.78

FTDSALASAVF(sPt)*HK (3+)

AT2G41900

CCCH-type zinc finger protein with ARM repeat domain

1.44

1.28

1.53

2.39

YSLVLDPNLDAG(t)*PR

AT3G03570

1.56

1.76

2.68

AT3G13300

1.79

2.21

2.57

3.07

TLSYPTPPLNLQ(s)*PR

AT3G13300

Protein of unknown function (DUF3550/UPF0682)
VCS | Transducin/WD40 repeat-like superfamily
protein
VCS | Transducin/WD40 repeat-like superfamily
protein

1.41

SKDSNVTPDDDVSGMR(s)*PSAFFK

2.12

1.65

1.82

2.11

AFAHPPEELN(s)*PASHFSGK

AT3G15450

Aluminium induced protein with YGL and LRDR motifs

4.82

4.51

4.87

4.24

SSVAEVTVP(ssPYKHEDPt)*EPDSREEESPALGAIR

AT3G43300

ATMIN7, BEN1 | HOPM interactor 7

1.47

1.94

2.42

3.47

VSFAERP(s)*FK

AT3G54760

dentin sialophosphoprotein-related

2.17

1.65

1.89

1.32

YSLDNNPSSVL(s)*PR

AT4G00752

UBX domain-containing protein

1.99

1.91

1.75

1.50

(tPVPHsPPVVAs)**PIPPR

AT4G01810

Sec23/Sec24 protein transport family protein

17.75

de novo

de novo

de novo

VHEGAPDTEVLLA(s)*PR (2+)

AT4G31160

DCAF1 | DDB1-CUL4 associated factor 1

1.53

2.20

2.59

1.62

VHEGAPDTEVLLA(s)*PR (3+)

AT4G31160

DCAF1 | DDB1-CUL4 associated factor 1

2.49

2.13

2.37

2.14

ELLSELKSEEGDG(t)*PHSSASPFSR

AT5G41950

Tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-like superfamily protein

1.87

1.69

2.54

4.01

TVANSPEALQ(s)*PHSSESAFALK (2+)

AT5G43830

Aluminium induced protein with YGL and LRDR motifs

2.33

1.95

2.96

2.43

TVANSPEALQ(s)*PHSSESAFALK (3+)
GMVSSGGPV(s)*PGPVYPGGRPGAGGLMPGMP
GTR

AT5G43830

2.22

1.76

2.73

2.01

2.59

1.65

de novo

de novo

TTFVP(st)*PPALK

AT3G63460

4.71

0.66

de novo

1.42

LS(t)*PKPLPSDLLHLK

AT1G06650

Aluminium induced protein with YGL and LRDR motifs
eIFiso4G1 | MIF4G domain-containing protein / MA3
domain-containing protein
transducin family protein / WD-40 repeat family
protein
2-oxoglutarate (2OG) and Fe(II)-dependent oxygenase
superfamily protein

de novo

de novo

de novo

NA

AEALAALTSAFNSSPS(s)*K(s)*PPR

AT3G57410

VLN3, ATVLN3 | villin 3

de novo

NA

de novo

de novo

SMTGEQIQAP(ss)*PRDGEDISITQGHPKPPALK

AT1G30450

CCC1, ATCCC1, HAP5 | cation-chloride co-transporter 1

1.19

1.28

1.45

de novo

QAAPVTGVPVAPTLDQRP(s)*R
FPSMEKPQFDHQN(s)*SVSSYGDLPELQRPETSPL
DR

AT1G32400

TOM2A | tobamovirus multiplication 2A

1.24

0.86

0.00

de novo

AT1G34220

Regulator of Vps4 activity in the MVB pathway protein

0.79

0.00

0.98

de novo

ASGSPPVPVMH(s)*PPRPVTVK

AT1G77180

SKIP

1.11

1.05

de novo

1.26

KF(s)*EQNIGAPPSYEEAVSDSR(s)*PVYSER
ELDSS(sEAVsGNsDKVGADDLsDs)*EKEKPNLVGD
GK

AT2G43160

ENTH/VHS family protein

0.59

0.99

2.00

de novo

AT4G02510

TOC159, TOC86, PPI2, TOC160, ATTOC159

0.72

1.35

de novo

1.71

VEEEEEEDEIVE(s)*DVELEGDTVEPDNDPPQK

AT4G22670

AtHip1, HIP1, TPR11 | HSP70-interacting protein 1

0.67

2.90

1.46

de novo

TDPIGLDNLSM(s)*DGESDPVYK
DAETVNQTSHPTEEEAQVTVSSNADVEDSHETV(s)
*PR

AT4G30890

UBP24 | ubiquitin-specific protease 24

1.08

0.00

0.80

de novo

AT4G32330

TPX2 (targeting protein for Xklp2) protein family

1.08

2.04

1.00

de novo

KR(s)*APT(t)*PINQNAAAAFAAVSEEER

AT4G37870

PCK1, PEPCK | phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 1

1.16

0.85

1.94

de novo

SAAND(tEMDDDs)*GNEKAGDDLSQDEIGVR

AT5G09390

CD2-binding protein-related

0.85

1.07

0.78

de novo

DIQGSDNAIPL(s)*PQWLLSKPGENK

AT5G42950

GYF domain-containing protein

0.71

2.70

2.21

de novo

AT5G57870
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Table 2. This table lists all the flg22-induced phosphopeptides (from Table S3
and Table S4 associated to Figure S2). The fold-changes of phosphorylation
upon flg22 treatment are indicated for the four genotypes. “De novo” means that
the phosphopeptides became de novo phosphorylated upon flg22 treatment.
First, sequences becoming more phosphorylated upon flg22 treatment are
indicated. Then phosphopeptides being absent in one mutant in mock condition
and showing different responses to MAMP application are listed.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the phosphoproteomics experimental workﬂow and
data analysis for the identiﬁcation of MAPK substrates. Phosphopeptides were enriched using
IMAC from WT plants and three mapk mutants treated with and without ﬂg22 and analyzed by
LC-MS/MS. Database searches were carried out using the program Mascot and phosphosite
localization was ascertained using FragMixer. Relative quantiﬁcation was carried out using
MassChroQ, followed by statistical analysis of quantitative data to highlight sequences whose
abundance was signiﬁcantly modulated. The list of identiﬁed phosphopeptides was subjected
to motif analysis using motif-x and ELM. The phosphopeptides identiﬁed for each of the samples
were hierarchially clustered. (B) Number of phosphorylation sites per peptide. (C) Number of pS,
pT and pY sites. (D) Motifs enriched by Motif-X. (E) Genotype-dependent phosphopeptides
having a role in development and other processes grouped into direct and indirect MPK3, MPK4
and MPK6 targets. (F) ﬂg22-induced phosphopeptides having a role in MAMP-triggered immunity
(MTI) grouped into MPK3-, MPK4- and MPK6-dependent and independent targets.

Figure 2. Heatmap showing the relative abundances between the eight studied conditions of
phosphopeptides signiﬁcantly affected by the genotype and/or the ﬂg22 treatment.

Figure 3. Protein interaction networks. All the targets obtained for each of the MAPKs were pooled
and used to generate a network using STRING (version 10.0). (A) Network of targets of MPK4.
(B) Network of targets of MPK6. (C) Network of targets of MPK3.

Figure 4. Boxplots showing the relative abundance of a few phosphopeptides that exhibit a
genotype-dependency. (A) (i) RY(s5)*PPYYSPPR (pep218) from SCL30; (A) (ii) Schematic
representation showing the RNA Recognition motif (RRM) in purple and the phosphorylation
sites. (B) (i) FSSLSLLPSQT(s558)*PK (pep558) from MKP1; (B) (ii) Schematic representation
showing the dual speciﬁcity phosphatase catalytic domain in pink, the protein-tyrosine
phosphatase active site in dark pink and the phosphorylation sites.
(C) (i) (tDGsTt122)*PAYAHGQHHSIFSPATGAVSDSSLK (pep49) from PEPCK;
(C) (ii) Schematic representation showing the phosphoenolypyruvate carboxykinase domain in
blue and the phosphorylation sites. Speciﬁc phosphorylation sites are indicated with black
arrows and preferential phosphorylation sites are indicated with grey arrows.

Figure 5. (A) BiFC analysis of the seven tested MAPK candidate substrates with MPK3, MPK4
and MPK6 in N. benthamiana leaf epidermal cells. YFP ﬂuorescence was observed by laser
scanning confocal microscopy. Scale bar = 20 μm. (B) Glutathione-STransferase (GST) pull-down
assays were performed by incubating bacterial lysates of GST (Lane1), MPK3-GST (Lane2),
MPK4-GST (Lane3) and MPK6-GST (Lane4) with GST beads followed by incubation with
bacterial lysates candidate proteins tagged with His tag or His-MBP tag. The pull-downs were
probed with anti-His antibody (WB: anti-His) and the proteins were stained with Ponceau-S.
(C) A negative control for binding of His-MBP with the three MPKs.

Figure 6. Subcellular localization of the seven transiently expressed MAPK candidate substrates
fused to GFP driven by 35S promoter in N. benthamiana cells. The tagged proteins were
expressed in 4-week-old tobacco plants and the localization was visualized between 48--72 h
after inﬁltration by laser scanning confocal microscopy. Scale bar = 50 μm.

